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**ABSTRACT**
The specification for an information system can be clear from the beginning: it must acquire, display, query and modify data, using a database. The main issue is to decide which information to manage. In the case originating this work, information was always evolving, even up to the end of the project. This implies the construction of a new system each time the information is redefined. This article presents Genesis, an agile development infrastructure, and proposes an approach for the immediate construction of required information systems. Experts describe their information needs and queries, and Genesis generates the corresponding application, with the appropriate graphical interfaces and database.
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INTRODUCTION

The software conception and development process usually begins with a requirement gathering phase. These requirements define the scope, functionality and technical conditions for the software product, as well as the “business” needs, that is, those conditions justifying the software process construction and further use [1].

In the software construction process for supporting information based systems, one frequently finds functional requirement descriptions in terms of “enter, modify, delete or obtain some information according to a given criteria”. These operations are usually denominated CRUD operations (Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete) [2]. In the non functional aspects, it is usual to require database support, distribution and a graphical user interface. The database supports mainly data storing, efficient querying, transactional features, and guarantees information consistency. The graphical interface must allow significant, robust and ordered interactions between the user and the information.

Thus, the challenge for the analysts and developers in this kind of information systems is to accurately determine the relevant information in order to guarantee the information integrity rules and the needed query constructions. As a result of this process, the appropriate database and user interfaces are designed.

In the beginning, the information system originating this work was non-surprising classical CRUD software. It had to catalog the data obtained from several diagnosis methods, on a same patient data. The diagnosis methods were defined by clinical, medical and engineering experts. Their corresponding approaches had to be evaluated using the results of queries obtained with the information system [3]. Experts were radiologists, neurologists, mechanical engineers and computer medical image treatment engineers.

From the software requirement point of view, the initial problem was quite simple and not really challenging. In the earlier days of the project, all the functional and technical requirements were clear, as well as the system scope. However, it was impossible to begin the software construction process! Given the project’s nature, it was impossible to determine, in an earlier phase of the project, which information could be considered.

The information description and structure, and the expert knowledge, continually evolved over time. As the diagnosis methods research evolved, experts were defining the relevant information. In this way, the information definition, restrictions and rules were highly changing during the whole project evolution.

In practical terms, once the information requirements were introduced in the software process, most of the time, they became obsolete rather quickly. Traditional software developing methodologies [4], as well as known agile methodologies like extreme programming [5] were revealed to be unsuitable. In this case, the functional or technical requirements are not evolving, as it is usual in many software projects leading to complex architectures dealing with requirement administration [6] [7] [8]. The challenge is to deal with highly evolving information specification. Changes to the information definition can occur in data types, structuring complex information, enumeration ranges, or, even, all new information definition. These changes have impact in the database definition, integrity constraints, input data interface, browsing and querying interface. None of these aspects are covered by traditional methodologies or tools for managing software evolution, adaptability or refactoring.

This paper presents Genesis, an agile construction approach for developing information oriented management systems in the context of evolving information requirements. The information requirements, as well as queries, are described by the experts, using a declarative and simple to use XML-based language. Genesis constructs, on the fly, the corresponding CRUD information system, including the graphical user interface and the database support. This approach allows the software product construction to be highly efficient, robust and reliable, and as fast as the expert knowledge evolves.
In part 2 we present the Genesis solution approach. Next, in part 3, we present the proposed information description and query languages. Part 4 presents Genesis architecture and design. Part 5 describes the specific example of Genesis use in the context of the comparison of diagnosis methods for carotidal stenosis. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented.

**The Genesis Approach**

The main challenge in Genesis is to quickly produce an information system corresponding to the information requirements established by the experts. The information definition can evolve by introducing new attributes, changing data types, reorganizing complex structures or modifying data integrity restrictions as possible values, ranges or enumeration values. This produces a new information system specification, and consequently a new software product.

In a first version of the project, a traditional information system was developed, with a relational database to support data management. This solution was quickly obsolete because of project evolution and the resulting information system was nearly unused. As the research project started a second phase [9], it was clear that new, dynamic and quickly reactive development software process was required.

The chosen approach was to develop a software environment capable of producing a functional software system for CRUD information management, using a declarative descriptor of the desired data and queries. From the software developing process point of view, the main goal is to produce the required information system decoupling the specific information definitions, in order to avoid source code modification caused by evolution of information requirements. An additional issue for Genesis is the independence of the initial medical research project needs, such that it can be applied to other contexts.

With this approach, the experts make a description of their research information, using a proposed syntax. Based on this description, the complete software system must be constructed in an automatic procedure. This procedure includes the graphical user interface for information input, the interface for browsing and editing the existing information and the corresponding database generation. Both software components must take into account the defined information integrity constraints. Then, by using an expert query language, the generated information system must produce the desired comparison for the medical research purposes.

Two different technical solutions were developed using this approach: a first phase, using relational database technology; and Genesis, the second phase, using XML technologies intensively. Genesis description and results are the main contribution of this paper.

**Before Genesis**

In the first phase, technical decisions were guided by two main goals: a very simple description language for the experts, and the use of traditional relational database technology. This solution was fully implemented, using java and an XML-like language for data description.

The resulting product [10] was functional, but highly coupled with the medical research problem and their information structure. It also reflected information representation features of relational database systems; in particular non hierarchical information units were allowed and relationships between units were defined in a separate descriptor. The description language allowed complex units, data types and integrity restrictions but intentionally avoided introducing information attributes needed to fit relational definitions. Extra data identifiers, subrogates or primary keys were introduced by the system at generation time. Hibernate [11] and introspection were the key tools for producing the desired system and database.

Once the information description was given by the experts, they established the queries to be validated using the resulting information system. Complex queries were really hard to produce, mainly due to the relational normalization of hierarchical information:
experts were forced to introduce extra attributes, unknown to them. These extra unknown attributes corresponded to integrity foreign keys, and the results were unexpected cross products or uncompressible query expressions. Resolving this complexity introduced many features in the software completely dependent on the medical case study.

**GENESIS PROPOSAL**

Using the experience obtained in the first phase, the decision was to preserve the solution approach, but to use an all new technological approach. The present phase, Genesis, eliminates relational database technology, data model impedance and translation; and simplifies software design and implementation. An all new expert language has been designed, allowing hierarchical information definition and easier queries.

In Genesis, data model descriptors and queries are written using an expert appropriated languages. In the present Genesis version those languages are simplifications of XML; those expert languages are automatically traduced to XML, making the Genesis processing module as powerful as XML is. Before system information execution, the expert data model description document is translated to the corresponding Genesis descriptor schema, which is expressed in XML Schema [12]. Figure 1 presents an example of a Genesis information definition and Figure 2 presents the corresponding Genesis generated XML Schema. Then, at runtime, using the generated schema, the corresponding information system is generated, including the appropriate database and user interfaces for data entry and browsing.

At query time, the expert query language is transformed to XQuery and then it is processed. In this way, XML is not only used in the classic way, for data representation. The additional and innovative role of XML in Genesis is to be a multipurpose tool, used both for the expert model and query description, as well as for the automatic generation of the application database schema and the software’s graphic interface.

**THE GENESIS EXPERT INFORMATION MODEL AND QUERY DESCRIPTION**

In this chapter we present the designed Genesis definition and query expert languages, and the resulting graphical interfaces. The expressivity of the expert definition language must include data types, hierarchical structures as complex as necessary, cardinality expressions (min, max) for any attribute, and controlled values. The examples are shown for the context of the original case study, the Carotid Stenosis Diagnosis. Genesis is completely decoupled of the case study and the corresponding information descriptors.

As presented in the Genesis approach, at runtime Genesis uses a Genesis XML Schema for the automatic generation of the desired information system (Figure 2). XML Schema is not friendly and not appropriate for final experts of the system. Then, we proposed to the experts a data model definition syntax, which in fact corresponds to a XML simplification, avoiding mainly the syntactical overhead concerning the namespaces (Figure 1). It also offers XML significant tags, making easier for them to define and to verify the completeness of the desired integrity constraints.

In order to describe the application data model, the expert produces an XML Genesis compliant document. Using this information, Genesis produces a complete Genesis XML Schema syntax, using XSLT. The result is a computational description usable with tools like DOM [13] and Xerces [14].

This processing approach allows decoupling the expert data model descriptor language and the actual schema definition managed by Genesis. In this way, another expert language can be chosen in order to adapt it to more specific purposes, making the data model definition phase more user-friendly for non-technical users. In this case, the only extra work is the construction of the corresponding XSLT, to produce the generated Genesis XML Schema. The main advantage on this approach is that it allows decoupling of the processing technology from the expert languages, requiring only language translation modules for new expert languages when needed.
Using the Genesis XKL Schema, at runtime, the graphical interface is automatically generated. Figure 3 shows a generated interface for the case study. It shows complex and simple elements, as well as the interaction elements for collection browsing. A particular graphical element is generated for each information type. Basic data, complex unique sub-elements, and complex multi-valued entities have a specific graphical representation in the user interface, as shown in Figure 3.
The Genesis Query language is XQuery with syntactical simplifications; mainly, the syntactical XQuery overhead dealing with namespaces is eliminated. This allows expressions as complex as required, using only the originally described elements. Figure 4 presents a Genesis query example. Existing XML technology, mainly parsers and native-XML databases, are used in Genesis implementation. This allows delegating to known and reusable technology much of the responsibilities of information integrity validation.
Figure 4 shows an example of a simple expert query. It looks for the patient’s name and carotid plaques, for all patients. For queries, Genesis offers an assisted graphical interface to the experts. The information definition tree is displayed, in order to avoid missing syntax or additional XML viewers. The information elements can be selected and used in a query expert language, edited in the Genesis provided query user interface.

The expert can edit, save, retrieve and reuse queries in order to find new relationships in the stored information.

Genesis allows more complex queries, indicating graphical preferences for result display. Experts can use pie charts, bars, lines, scattered graphics or table displays. In figure 5 we present a complex query, producing a pie chart of the total plaques found in patients, according to the grading diagnosis values ("normal", "leve", "moderada", "preocclusiva" and "oclusion"). These values correspond to the defined grades found in the Placa possible values, in the expert definition language. Figure 6 shows some examples of generated graphical interface for Figure 5 expert query.

The expert query language is translated by Genesis to standard XML query languages, using XQuery and XPath, in a similar way as it is done with the definition languages. All the corresponding overhead syntax is not visible to the expert. The expert query language can also be replaced, by providing the corresponding translation module to XQuery.

```xml
for $x in /Genesis/Paciente
return <result>{$x/nombre}<placas>{$x//Placa}</placas></result>
```

Figure 4. Simple expert query

```xml
for $x in /Genesis
return fn:count($x//Placa[./estenosis='~ - 50: normal'])
</Value>
</Item>
<Item>
<Key>Estenosis leve</Key>
<Value>
for $x in /Genesis
return fn:count($x//Placa[./estenosis='51 - 69: estenosis leve'])
</Value>
</Item>
<Item>
<Key>Estenosis moderada</Key>
<Value>
for $x in /Genesis
return fn:count($x//Placa[./estenosis='70 - 89: estenosis moderada'])
</Value>
</Item>
<Item>
<Key>Estenosis pre oclusiva</Key>
<Value>
for $x in /Genesis
return fn:count($x//Placa[./estenosis='90 - 99: estenosis pre-oclusiva'])
</Value>
</Item>
<Item>
<Key>Oclusicion</Key>
<Value>
for $x in /Genesis
return fn:count($x//Placa[./estenosis='100: oclusion'])
</Value>
</Item>
</PieDataset>
```

Figure 5. Complex expert query example
GENESIS: SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE AND GENERATED INFORMATION SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

Genesis is a Java and XML based distributed system. Figure 7 shows the general software architecture of Genesis.

The Genesis software architecture is mainly structured in components allowing the data model discovering, the generic model management, the information relationship analyzing, and the query management. A native XML database, eXist [15] is the chosen product for persistence. This technology decision guarantees no impedance in the data manipulation model and the persistent database model. None the less, the architecture is designed so that other persistence technologies (i.e. relational databases) could be use in place XML based products. Figure 7 shows the general design of the main Genesis components.

The Model Analyzer (MA) component is responsible for the model manipulation and analysis. It uses the generated Genesis XML Schema and produces an internal representation of the data model, considering the hierarchical definitions and the integrity constraints. Its main objective is to provide an abstraction of the data model and the necessary services to process it. The GUI Generator uses the services offered by the MA to generate a user interface that corresponds to the user defined data model. It is responsible for the GUI data entry interface, the data browsing user interface and the query user interface. This includes input fields and dialog for different kind of data types, and output elements. It also considers the structure of the information and integrity restrictions.

The XML Database Manager is the interface with eXist. The main objective of this component is to isolate the specific code related to eXist in order to reduce the dependency on any specific product. The CRUD Server is responsible for the CRUD data operations and the query execution. Its main goal is to make the architecture flexible enough to support different kind of persistence technology (currently, a XML persistence implementation is used).

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Genesis is a fully functional solution for the agile construction of information systems based on CRUD information requirements. Experts are responsible for the information definition, which guarantees easy integrity and completeness validation, both to experts and technology. Genesis produces a tailored informa-
tion system, where all the interfaces and database constraints are based on expert information description. Thus, Genesis constitutes an effective way for software construction in the case of evolving information requirements: no program code changes are needed when information definition changes, and all the information features are well considered. This approach has a very efficient trade-off between expert training and flexibility, and efficient computational results. The desired new information system is generated in few minutes, for very complex information description.

The proposed expert languages have been shown to be expressive enough for the experts in the case study project [3]. The expert descriptors, expressed in an XML-like language, have show to be complete and appropriate, even if they are not so friendly. Little training is necessary for the description language and for simple queries. Complex queries may consider additional support, so graphical tools to improve end-user interaction and complex query construction are considered as future work.

Semantic problems may arise in updating the information definition if information is already present. Genesis does not discover or resolve information definition incompatibilities with previous versions. In the project experience about evolving information definitions we found that the encountered changes are almost unpredictable. For this reason, a new information system is constructed for each new information description. If information is present in the old version, an additional process for information migration is needed. In the Genesis architecture proposal we achieved a fully decoupling the medical research case study from the implementation. Then, future uses of Genesis do not require additional developing work.

For a next version of Genesis, some work is to be done, allowing the automation of some tasks, as starting XSLT translations between expert languages and schema. In order to introduce specific business requirements other than CRUD operations, further work should include more complex information relationships or the inclusion of other business operations. The expert proposed languages can be adapted or replaced if new information description needs are found.
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